Nature , Nurture or possibly both? Nature , Nurture or possibly both?
 Nature(genetic) Nurture (environment)  Eye color (Blue, Brown, etc..) Eye color (Blue, Brown, etc..)  Menopause
Hormone replacement therapy  Production of Vitamins D Vitamin D pills  Allergies Allergies  Disease (Diabetes, heart disease, cancer) Disease (Diabetes, heart disease, cancer)  We as a species have lost much of We as a species lost much of our body hair our body hair  Pigmentation or skin color Pigmentation or skin color • crucial to the biological computations that underlie perception and thought
• allow the nervous system to connect to and control other systems of the body  Post-synaptic Neuron
• Contains receptors for NTX
• Neurotransmitters are chemicals which transmit signals from a neuron to a target cell across a synapse [1]  Post-synaptic Neuron
• Neurotransmitters are chemicals which transmit signals from a neuron to a target cell across a synapse [1]  Myelin-a dielectric (electrically insulating) material that forms a layer, around the axon of a neuron. It is essential for the proper functioning of the nervous system.
• Speeds conduction of action potentials (Nerve Impulses)
 Pre-synaptic Terminal 
